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Thank you for your leadership…
 Providing the leadership that we need,
showing the way for us to go,
so that we can take the action … that we need to take
in order to be effective.

A leader is someone
who causes others to take effective action.
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The only thing that functionally counts in life is…

ACTION
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Intro: Us, Our Work…
 I am a professional engineer (electrical)
– solar energy since 1977
– solar electricity since 1984
 We design, supply and commission
solar electric systems
 We also work with anyone who wants
grid-connected solar-electric systems
– net zero energy homes need to have
a solar-electric system on it
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Our work with homebuilders
– Edmonton’s first 5 net-zero-energy homes:

– plus, under construction:
 Effect Home Builders
 Igloo Pre-built Homes
 and others…
– total of
~12 houses now in Edmonton
~30+ across Canada…
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Edmonton’s
Net Zero Energy Houses
 Riverdale

 4 net zero houses completed
– 6 under construction
 6 builders

 Mill Creek
Peter Amerongen

www.habitat-studio.com

 Belgravia

 Parkland
 South
Windsor
Park
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Riverdale NetZero Energy Home
– Edmonton
2008






duplex
171 m2 (1844 ft2) per side
234 m2 (2519 ft2) including basement
3 bedrooms
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Mill Creek
NetZero Energy
House – 2010
 Single-family house
 241 m2 (2300 ft2)
 Not including area of
finished basement
with suite
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Belgravia NetZero Energy House – 2011






177 m2 (1900 ft2)
not including basement suite
ultra-efficient house envelope
solar-electric system
In many ways our future is passing us by,
… and our energy riches may one day look like fool's gold.

Gary Lamphier#9
Edmonton Journal

Parkland
NetZero Energy House
– 2011

 55% from passive
solar heating
 Electric hot water
tanks for hot water
and in-floor heating






371 m2 (4000 ft2)
single family home
walk-out basement
#10
rural acreage

Parkland NZE House Solar-Electric System

 16.8 kW solar-electric system with
dual-axis tracking
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South Windsor Park NZE House – 2012









12” wall
Radiant floor heating
Forced-air heating
Geothermal heating
Solar thermal DW heating
8.8 kW solar-electric system
2 natural gas fireplaces
Backup tankless
natural gas DW heater

 315 m2 (3400 ft2)
 Single-family house with
basement suite
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Belgravia Green NetZero Energy House – 2012






143 m2 (1540 ft2) main floor + finished basement
R-48 NASCOR walls (EPS)
Passive solar provides 30% of space heating
12.5 kW solar-electric system
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Key Points in a NZE House…
 What is the path to net-zero energy
– how do you get there?
 Build an awesome building envelope
– where the affordability happens
– comfort and major savings: the 1st value points
 Evaluate renewable energy options
– the sizzle, but not the first thing to do…
 Simplify all mechanical systems
– what do you really need?
Going to a junkyard is a sobering experience…
There you can see the ultimate destination of almost everything we desire.

Roger von Oech
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Why is it called a Net Zero Energy House?
 A house that generates at least
the same amount of energy
as it uses on an annual basis…
 Net zero energy is just the dividing line
between
– net deficit energy (where you need to purchase energy
because your house doesn’t generate
and
sufficient of its own)
– net surplus energy (where the house is a benefit to the
environment because it is operating)

 It had never been done before in Canada until CMHC developed
their EQuilibrium Sustainable Housing Initiative.
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Key Concepts of NetZero Energy
 only considers operating energy,
not energy embodied in materials
 is assessed over the year, not each day
 any off-site energy that is imported
must be have an equivalent amount of
on-site energy exported
 is always connected to the electricity grid (so far)
 typically is not connected to the natural gas grid
 uses the electricity grid as an energy storage device
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NetZero Energy – hit?… or miss…
 net zero energy
– It is only a target, it is not a be-all and end-all concept
– It doesn’t matter if you achieve it exactly or not…
– If you miss it you’ll still end up with an awesome home

 net zero energy-ready
– Ultra energy efficient now
– Ready to add solar systems in the future

 near net zero
– Not defined by industry yet…
– Likely target of 90% of the way to the goal
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Elements of EQuilibrium Housing
 Health
– Indoor air quality
 Emissions
 Thermal comfort
 Moisture
 Particle control
 Ventilation
– Daylighting
– Noise control
– Water quality

 Energy
–
–
–
–

Annual energy consumption
Renewable energy strategy
Peak electricity demand
Embodied energy strategy

 Resources
–
–
–
–
–

Sustainable materials
Durability
Material efficiency
Water conservation
Adaptability / flexibility

 Environment
–
–
–
–
–
–

Land use planning
Sediment and erosion control
Storm water management
Waste water management
Solid waste management
Air pollution emissions

 Affordability
– Financing
– Marketability
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Discussions about EQuilibrium Housing
 Technology
–
–
–
–
–
–

Products and systems
Performance simulation
Design
Installation
Operation
Monitoring

 Technology Transfer
–
–
–
–
–
–

Communication
Awareness
Education
Training
Demonstration
Marketing

 Attributes of House
–
–
–
–
–
–

Energy (house, food, transportation)
Indoor environment (air, water)
Outdoor environment (water, landscaping)
Sustainability, materials, recycling
Emissions (air, water, soil, land, waste)
Costs, economics

 Organisation of Society
–
–
–
–
–
–

Policies and their goals and consequences
Infrastructure (energy, housing, transport)
Industrial capacity
Incentives, barriers and standards
Subsidies, green taxation
Removing competing subsidies
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The Design Challenge:
Is it possible to achieve NZ energy?
(after all, it’s pretty cold and dark here in the winter…)
 In Edmonton, an average house uses:
– Around 6 times more heating fuel energy than electricity!
(ranging from 4 to 14 times)
– Biggest challenge is not in supplying
household electricity…
– Instead … it is in supplying home heating!
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The Social Challenge:
Do we want to achieve NZ energy?

Beautiful home,
as seen by the eye...
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Same home… as seen by its energy use

Infrastructure burden on society for decades…
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The most expensive way to achieve NZE…
Net
Purchased
Energy

Where is it?
100%

Conventional
Energy

#1

#2

Inexpensive,
#2
reliable energy
efficiency…

75%

Add large
amounts of
expensive
– solar thermal
– geothermal
– solar PV or
– wind energy

50%

Net zero
energy
home

25%

0%

Conventional
Conventional

Renewable
Efficient
Energy

Cost: $250k
Efficient &
Renewable
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Every House Can Achieve the NZE Goal…
 …if you have a
large enough
solar PV system
on it.

Drawing credit: Peter Amerongen




But this will be the most expensive way to go…
Making the house energy efficient is far cheaper than
solar thermal, geothermal, solar PV, wind and energy from the grid.
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The least expensive way to achieve NZE…
Net
Purchased
Energy
100%

Conventional
Energy

#1

#2

#3

Inexpensive
energy efficiency
75%

50%

Add much
smaller
amounts of
expensive
– solar thermal,
– geothermal,
– solar PV or
– wind energy

25%

Cost: $70k to $110k
(and decreasing)
0%

Conventional
Conventional

Efficient
Efficient

Efficient
Efficient &&
Renewable
Renewable

Net zero
energy
home
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1st Design Guide… Æ Keep it simple Å

 Not like this…
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Energy Flows – Any NetZero Home
Home’s envelope

(walls, ceiling, floor, windows, doors)

…so from
where does the
energy supply
come?

Heat loss through
envelope
Heat loss from
ventilation air
(forced plus natural ventilation)

Appliances, lights,
electrical equipment

All electricity used inside the
house goes to heat the house

Heat loss from
waste water
Electricity used
outside the home

=============================== ===============================
#2. The second key
#1. The first key
to a net zero energy house
to a net zero energy house
is to minimise and control
is to minimise and control
the usage of electricity and water…
the house heat loss…
© 1982-2012 Gordon Howell
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Howell-Mayhew Engineering, Edmonton

Energy Flows – Any NetZero Home
Passive solar for
home heating
– all windows

Home’s envelope

(walls, ceiling, floor, windows, doors)

Heat loss through
envelope

Active solar heat
for water and space
Heat pump
(ground-, air- or
water-source)
Solar photovoltaics
(PV) for electricity

Heat loss from
ventilation air
(forced plus natural ventilation)

Appliances, lights,
electrical equipment

All electricity used inside the
house goes to heat the house

Heat loss from
waste water
Electricity used
outside the home

=============================== =============================== ===============================
#3. The third key
#2. The second key
#1. The first key
to a net zero energy house
to a net zero energy house
to a net zero energy house
is to maximise and control
is to minimise and control
is to minimise and control
the energy supply…
the usage of electricity and water…
the house heat loss…
© 1982-2012 Gordon Howell
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Howell-Mayhew Engineering, Edmonton

Energy Flows – Any NetZero Home
Passive solar for
home heating
– all windows

Home’s envelope

(walls, ceiling, floor, windows, doors)

Heat loss through
envelope

Active solar heat
for water and space
Heat pump
(ground-, air- or
water-source)
Solar photovoltaics
(PV) for electricity

Heat loss from
ventilation air
(forced plus natural ventilation)

Appliances, lights,
electrical equipment

Heat loss from
waste water
Electricity used
outside the home

=============================== =============================== ===============================
NetThe
Zero
Goal:
Surplus
solar
#1.
first
key
#2.
The second
key
Electricity
imported
from
grid
to a net zero energy house
to a electricity
net zero energy house
minus
is to minimise and control
is to minimise and control
exported
grid
Electricity
exported
to grid
the electricity
usage…
the
house heat to
loss…
=
Zero when added up over the year

Coal- #3.
andThe
natural
third keygasto a net zero energy
house
electricity
imported
is to maximise and control
from
electric grid
the energy gains…

© 1982-2012 Gordon Howell
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Howell-Mayhew Engineering, Edmonton

How do you plan
for a net zero energy house?
 Very difficult without aggressive energy efficiency
and good solar orientation
 First and most important:
– Minimise heat and electrical energy consumption
– Reduce by 65%+ through energy efficient and water
efficient design, construction and appliances
– This is the cheapest-cost option
(net cost of $5,000 to $15,000
to the homeowner, because of
– Cost range: $15,000 to $25,000

Alberta’s $10,000 leading-edge
incentive for EGH 86 homes)

 Second:
– Maximise and control the contribution of energy sources

– Supply 35%- balance of heat and electrical energy
– Cost was $90,000 on first house ($50,000 on the next two)
and dropping in cost…
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Total Annual Energy Use (kWh/year)

Total Solar Energy Production * (kWh/year)
Solar electricity
Active solar heating
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Total Annual Energy Use (kWh/year)

Total Solar Energy Production * (kWh/year)
Solar electricity
Active solar heating
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Design Challenge
Where do we find the minimum construction cost
to achieve net zero?


We need large amounts of energy efficiency
and large amounts of solar energy

Total upgrade
cost of NZE home

Increasing cost of
energy efficiency
or solar energy

Cost of home’s
renewable energy
to achieve net
zero energy

Optimum cost point…
Where is it?

??

Cost of home’s
efficiency energy
to achieve net
zero energy

Increasing amounts of energy efficiency or solar energy
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Decision Focus

Add energy efficiency
measures until their
cost per kWh/year

=

The cost per kWh/year
of energy generation
using solar PV
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Economic Challenge
– “Tunnelling Through the Threshold”…
 Diminishing returns… yes,
but… there are cost reduction opportunities too…

Increasing
costs of
energy
efficiency
or solar
energy

Standard
perception

Likely
actual
costs
How can we
tunnel under
the hump in
order to
achieve the
savings?

Increasing energy efficiency or solar energy
Concept courtesy of Amory Lovins
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Status of NZE Housing Development
 Process of the development of any technology
– prove the technical concept
– increase its durability
– reduce its costs (evaluate different options)
– marketing, promotion, codes, standards (simultaneous)
 All equipment and components are off-the-shelf
– They are combined together in a way not done before.
– No new technologies need to be developed…
but many new ones will be developed
in order to help reach the NZE goal more cheaply.
Bringing you a prosperous future
where energy is clean, abundant, reliable, and affordable.

American
Dept of Energy
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The Journey to Net Zero Energy
– cheapest to most expensive
 Electrical fixtures and appliances – electrical
 Water fixtures and appliances
– water
 Building envelope
– heating

}

Ultra-high
efficiency
technologies








}

Heating,
cooling
technologies

Passive solar space heating…???
Active solar for domestic water heating…???
Active solar for space heating…???
Wood heating…???
Heat pump: ground, air, water, solar…???
Solar-electric heating: backflow air, electricity…???

 Solar photovoltaics…???
 Microwind…??? (likely not in urban settings)
 Microhydro…??? (likely only in a few rural settings)

}

Electricity
technologies
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Focus of NZE House Energy Supply
– Space Heating
 Direct-gain passive solar through south windows
 Heat pump
– ground-source heat pump

(geothermal)

– air-source heat pump

(airthermal)

– when passive solar is not sufficient
(such as when shaded by trees, buildings,
mountains or poor solar orientation)
 Backup: grid-electric resistance heating
(e.g., baseboards or furnace)
If you don't like change,
you're going to like irrelevance even less.

General Eric Shinseki
Chief of Staff, American Army
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Focus of NZE House Energy Supply
– Domestic Water Heating
 Active solar thermal
– with flat-plate collectors
using water or glycol in a drain-back configuration
 Heat pump
– if it is also being used for space heating
 Backup: grid-electric resistance heating
(e.g., standard electric water heater in a
highly-insulated box)
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Focus of
NZE
House
EnergySupply
Supply
Focus
ofOur
NZE
House
Energy
– Electricity
 Grid-dependent solar-electric system
– no batteries (whew!)
 Backup: grid electricity (every night)
 Solar electricity is typically the most expensive energy source,
– goal of NZE design process is to minimise size and cost of
solar electric system…
– design parameters are changing considerably because the
price of solar electricity has dropped significantly…
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Designing for Net Zero

1. Do a site assessment

7. Reduce the lighting and
appliance loads

2. Do a preliminary design
8. Examine and model solar DWH
3. Model energy performance
in the HOT2000 software

9. Examine and model geothermal

4. Optimise the building
envelope

10. Size solar PV to meet remaining
total load

5. Optimise passive solar

11. Finish detailed architectural and
system design

6. Reduce the DWH load

Energy efficiency is today’s biggest global economic challenge.
Office of Energy Efficiency, Natural Resources Canada
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Site assessment to evaluate solar potential
 Potential shading from buildings
& trees
 A good solar site makes all the
difference in the world…
 Need subdivisions to be well laid
out from the start

SOUTH
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House Modelling Focus
 Used simple modelling:
– HOT 2000, RETScreen, and custom Excel spreadsheets
 with lots of previous experience in energy efficiency
and solar PV
– No budget or expertise to use TRNSYS or other detailed
models (though it would have been great to have the
results from them).
– Need better builder-friendly modelling software
 Look forward to seeing how HOT-3000 would work
with these houses
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Modelling Process – Energy Efficiency …1
Efficiency Component
 Electrical fixtures &
appliances

Modelling Software and Process
 Made a spreadsheet that
– listed all electrical devices in each room
– estimated for each device:
 power rating,
 likely daily operating duration per month,
 likely days of operation per week,
 used EnerGuide ratings for major appliances
– incorporated phantom load control switches
– total of 3800 kWh/year was used as baseload
 “Simulated” my own electrical usage and was
pleasantly surprised at the results

 Water fixtures &
appliances

 Made a spreadsheet to contain water fixture flow
data from various info sources
 To help make an educated guess
– daily potable water 330 litres, hot water 100 litres
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Modelling Process – Energy Efficiency …2
Efficiency Component
 Building envelope

Modelling Software and Process
 Used NRCan’s HOT 2000.
– Did several iterative simulations along with
external solar thermal and PV modelling to
achieve goal of the smallest solar thermal and
solar PV systems
 HOT 2000 has many strengths & many weaknesses
– strengths:
free, fast, easy to use, validated, flexible, very
useful results, strong on building envelope and
basement heat loss
– weaknesses:
bugs, quirky interface, awkward output, too many
significant digits displayed, documentation not
great, poor details for thermal bridging
– Results for ultra-efficient envelope appear to be
conservative (which can be good)
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Riverdale – Passive Solar Space Heating

All south windows:
17 m2, 10% of floor area
Estimated production = 4400 kWh per year

Provides
~40% of space heating
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Mill Creek – Passive
Solar Space Heating

Maximise the south window area
South windows:
23 m2, 11% of floor area
Passive solar heating: 8300 kWh per year
Add thermal mass:
64 mm concrete floor overlay
Summer shading is really important

Passive solar
provides
~50% of
annual space heating
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Belgravia – Passive Solar Space Heating

 Under construction – PV awnings not yet installed

All south windows: 23 m2, 12% of floor area
Estimated passive solar = 8600 kWh per year
Other space heating is solar PV-electric baseboard

Passive solar provides
#48
~61% of space heating

Design: Passive Solar Space Heating
Riverdale

Mill Creek

Belgravia

Window area:

17 m2
10% of floor area

23 m2
11% of floor area

23 m2
12% of floor area

Energy
production:

4400 kWh/year
40% of space heat

8300 kWh/year
50% of space heat

8600 kWh/year
61% of space heat

Direction of
windows:

22° E of S

Due south

Due south

Thermal mass:

Basement floor
Concrete counter
tops
Concrete pillars in
feature walls

Basement floor
Concrete counter
tops
65 mm concrete
floors on main
and second floors

Basement floor
Concrete counter
tops
65 mm concrete
floors on main
and second floors
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Modelling Process – Passive Solar
Heating Component

Modelling Software and Process

 Passive solar
thermal for space
heating

 Used HOT 2000
– strengths:
simple to use
– weaknesses:
thermal mass not well described, only direct-gain
configuration, simple overhang modelling,
passive solar contribution may be over estimated
 Fixed overhangs are an issue in
controlling passive solar space heating
because
the August sun angles (when you want shading)
are the same as
the April sun angles (when you want heating)
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RNZ Active Solar Thermal Heating – Space & Water

Drainback collectors:
DWH heat storage:
Space heat storage:
Heat distribution:
Supplemental:
Estimated production

7, 21 m2, vertical
300 litres
17,000 litres
fan-coil, forced-air
electric resistance
= 4200 kWh per year

Provides
83% of domestic water heating,
#51
21% of space heating

Mill Creek –
Active
Solar
Domestic
Water
Heating

Simple solar domestic water heating system
All other heating is solar PV-electric:
baseboard + electric water tank
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Belgravia NetZero Energy House
– Active Solar Domestic Water Heating

No solar thermal system
All other heating is solar PV-electric:
baseboard + electric water tank
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Design: Active Solar Heating
Riverdale

Mill Creek

Belgravia

Heating loads:

Combined space and
domestic water heating

Domestic water heating
with a minor amount of
space heating in
shoulder seasons

None

System
configuration:

Water-based drainback
configuration

Water-based drainback
configuration

Not used

Brand of
collectors:

Zen (Belgium),
flat-plate

Trimline (Canada),
flat-plate

Collector array:

Seven, 21 m2,
vertical tilt, 22° E of S

Three, 12 m2,
53° tilt, due south

Heat storage:

17,000 litres + 300 litres

1500 litres + 175 litres

Expected
production:

4200 kWh/year
(modelled)

2500+ kWh/year
(modelled)

Backup heating:

6 kW electric heater
in small tank

4.5 kW standard
electric water heater
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Major solar thermal components at RNZ
1. Solar collector array – 7 collectors
2. DWH tank – 300 litres
3. Space heating tank – 17,000 litres
4. Fan coil

Major Components
 Drainback
tank in
bedroom


Heat exchangers
in large tank



Fan coil
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Complete Heating System – major components

RNZ Complete
Heating System
Schematic
– major components
#56
and valves

Complete Heating System – As-built

RNZ Complete
Heating System
Schematic
– as-built,
all components
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17,000 Litre Solar Storage Tank
Concrete
tank
Water

Inside

Tank, showing partial RSI8.8 insulation
(on walls and ceiling, RSI3.5 under floor)
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Utility Room
Solar Plumbing
Layout








When completed, the piping will
be insulated, colour-coded and
have direction arrows.
Complex to
– design, model,
– install, commission,
– control,
– describe, document, and
train
Takes up floor space for:
– space heating tank
– domestic water tank
– fan coil
Unknown maintenance
– Can have air locks in piping
– Risk of valve and tank leaks
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HRV

Mill Creek heating schematic
3 solar
collectors
Domestic
cold water

Domestic hot water
Mixing valve

175 litre
electric DHW
top-up tank,
RSI 7
insulation

Municipal
water line

Circulation
pump

Mill Creek
NetZero
House
Solar
Thermal
System
Heat distribution
to downstairs
suite only, if there
is any surplus

Solar pump

1000 litre solar heat tank,
RSI 8 insulation
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Utility Room
Solar Plumbing Layout






Much easier to
– design, model,
– install, commission,
– control,
– describe, document,
and train
Domestic water heating
tank takes up 16 m2 of
floor space
Unknown maintenance
– Can have air locks in
piping
– Risk of valve and
tank leaks
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Belgravia NetZero
Solar Thermal
System Schematic

There is none….
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Modelling Process – Active Solar …1
Heating Component
 Active solar thermal
for domestic water
heating

Modelling Software and Process
 Used NRCan’s RETScreen Excel spreadsheet
– strengths:
free, fast, easy to use, lots of product info & solar
data, angle calculations, nice system costing
framework, very nice economics & GHG analysis
sections
– weaknesses:
huge size of data files, some awkwardness with
interface
 Used NRCan’s WATSUN (Mill Creek House)
 Did not use HOT 2000 because of concerns with its
active solar DWH modelling process
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Modelling Process – Active Solar …2
Heating Component
 Active solar thermal
for space heating

Modelling Software and Process
 Used RETScreen
– weaknesses: doesn’t permit monthly loads
 Used HeatVision
– proprietary hour x hour spreadsheet used by
solar thermal collector supplier
– No other info is known about it.
 Did not use HOT 2000 because of concerns with its
active solar modelling.

 Active solar
air-thermal for space
heating

 Did not consider this
 Not aware of modelling software
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Modelling Process – Heating Supply …3
Heating Component
 Ground-source heat
pump
(also called
geothermal)

Modelling Software and Process
 Used the marketing claims about COP to estimate the
annual electrical energy required to operate it
 Considered this technology, but did not use it
because we found it to be too expensive for the small
amount of additional heat that we needed… This
could be very good to use on a larger house, or if we
didn’t have active or passive solar thermal space
heating.

 Did not consider because we perceived that it would
 Air-source heat
not work in the winter in Edmonton
pump (like an air
conditioning system)
 Are now evaluating it on the Belgravia Green NZE
house
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Modelling Process – Heating Supply …4
Heating Component
 Electric resistance

Modelling Software and Process
 Made a spreadsheet to account for the annual
amount of electricity used by resistance heaters for
space and water heating
 As with all electric loads in the house, the electric
heaters are energised either by PV directly, by both
PV and the grid, or by the grid solely and re-supplied
by PV in the summer
 No accounting for electric loads co-incident with PV
generation
– Expect 70% to 80%+ of PV energy to be exported
to the electric grid
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RNZ Solar Electricity – domestic and heating

PV array: 28, 33 m2, 5.6 kW, 53°tilt
Electricity storage: “on the grid”
Measured production = 6600 kWh per year

Provides
112% of electricity consumption,
6% of domestic water heating,
#67
11% of space heating

Moveable Solar PV Awning
Fixed
PV array
PV
awning
Position
in August

Position
in December
#68

Electrical Room
Solar Inverter Layout
 Simple to design, model, install,
control, describe, document and train
 Compact
– only takes up wall space

 Quiet
– inverter relays click every 5 minutes
at the start and end of each day

 No maintenance
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Design: Solar PV System
Riverdale

Mill Creek

Belgravia

Configuration:

Grid-dependent,
no battery bank

same…

same…

Brand of PV
modules:

28 Sanyo 200 W
monofacial

12 Sanyo 190 W
monofacial
20 Sanyo 186 W bifacial

36 Sanyo 205 W
monofacial

PV array:

5.6 kW,
Total: 6 kW, due S
33 m2,
2.3 kW, 53° tilt
53° tilt, 22° E of S 3.7 kW, variable tilt

Total: 7.4 kW, due S
2.5 kW at 60° tilt,
4.9 kW, variable tilt

Inverter:

SMA SunnyBoy
6000

SMA SunnyBoy
3000, 4000

SMA SunnyBoy
3000, 5000

Energy storage: “on the grid”

“on the grid”

“on the grid”

Expected
generation:

6600 kWh/year
(measured)

~8000 kWh/year
(modelled)

~9700 kWh/year
(modelled)

Annual surplus
or deficit?

surplus of 500 to
1000 kWh

surplus of 1000+ kWh

surplus of
1000+ kWh
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Modelling Process – Electricity Supply …1
Electricity
Component
 Solar PV

Modelling Software and Process
 Used RETScreen plus experience borne from monitoring several
solar PV systems
– strengths: lots of product info & solar data, easy to use,
costing framework, good economics & GHG analysis
– weaknesses: huge data files, no consideration for snow
cover, has two significant loss coefficients that can skew
results for uninformed users
 Made a PV system performance spreadsheet linked to
RETScreen data to present monthly performance and graphs
 For Mill Creek NZE house, made a spreadsheet to consider
snow cover for each month at various tilt angles plus monthly
shading
– Based on premise that local knowledge of snow conditions
provides better results than ignoring snow cover
 Did not use HOT 2000 because it did not allow PV electricity to
be exported to the grid (at that time)
 Other simulation software: PV SYST, PV*SOL, Maui Solar
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2008 December 30, 12h47, -20°C

#72

Once in a while solar doesn’t work
2008 November 20, 19:26

 Of course, when the big light in the sky turns off, the solar
production systems don’t work – passive solar, active solar and
solar PV – so instead we draw electricity from the electric grid.
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Effect of Energy Efficiency and Solar Supply

Base Case
House

1. Reduce
Space
Heating
Energy

2. Reduce
Water
Heating
Energy

3. Reduce
Lighting
and
Appliance
Energy

4. Space
Cooling

5. Install Solar
Hot Water
Heating
System

6. Install
Solar
Electric
System #74

Modelling Process – NetZero Goals
The Journey to Net Zero
 Summary of the
performance and costs
of all the technologies
and strategies

Modelling Software and Process
 Made a spreadsheet based on CMHC’s NZE
EnerGuide algorithms.
 Energy and cost data is entered from other
software models
– It contains all performance data in one place.
– It prepares summaries, portions and charts to
show how the house is progressing towards the
NZE goal.
 It helps NZE designers organise strategies and
evaluate energy and cost options.
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Design Challenges
 Amount of roof and wall space available…
is there enough unobstructed area available for all the
– solar-thermal liquid collectors?
– solar-thermal air collectors?
– solar PV modules?
and
– view windows? (which also provide passive
solar heating)
 Budget
– always a restriction
– how can we make it simpler and cheaper?
Money talks, and until it starts telling the truth about the consequences of fossil fuels,
we're kidding ourselves that we can make any significant headway against climate change.
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Design Guides…
 Keep it simple…

 Complexity of systems is a concern with their:
– Designing;
Controlling;
Maintaining;
– Modelling;
Commissioning; Documenting; and
– Installing;
Operating;
Homeowner training.
 Reduce # of House Energy Systems:
– Homeowners likely not familiar
with most of the new energy systems in the house
– Reduce the number of systems people have to deal with.
– What are the heating options?
Are they are really needed?…
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Other Technologies …/1
 Radiant Floor Heating
– did not consider,
– more expensive than low-speed forced air heating,
– do not see the advantage in a net zero energy house
– don’t have to distribute much heat around the house.
 Window Shutters (inside or outside)
– did strongly consider, but the technology not as well
developed as we would like,
– concerns with:
 condensation,
▪ air sealing,
 rattling in the wind,
▪ effective R-value,
 cost,
▪ durability,
 would they be used consistently…
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Other Technologies …/2
 Evacuated Tube Solar Collectors (ETC)
– don’t need the higher temperatures that it can provide,
– more expensive than flat-plate collectors at the time,
– concern about performance claims,
– concern about durability.
 Heating zones
– not needed in an ultra-efficient house
 Night set-back thermostat
– likely not enough energy could be saved in a net zero
house to make this worthwhile
(instead, we use a manual thermostat)
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We are learning a lot…
1. Use more passive solar space heating
– it needs to be controlled well
– fixed overhangs are an issue because need for solar
control depends on air temperature not sun angle
2. Active solar space heating system can be very complex,
much more complex than grid-connected solar PV.
3. Price of energy from grid-connected solar PV
is comparable to the price of energy
from liquid-based solar thermal space heating.
4. Need better builder-friendly modelling software for:
– window overhangs, overheating, cooling, snow cover;
– solar space heating: passive & active; and
– geothermal heat pumps.
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Yes, but do they really work?
 Comfort -- yes
 Utility bills – almost yes…
– Still collecting performance data
– Riverdale has had solar thermal system
performance issues and so has not met the goal
– Mill Creek is 2700 kWh short for 2011
 = 6% of an average house
– Other houses have not been lived in for a year
 NZE houses are modelled for average years and
average people
– People’s habits are the biggest issue in actual
performance
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Opportunity for “Net Zero Ready”…
 We are finding that “net zero ready”
(ultra efficiency plus passive solar)
is likely the cheapest-cost energy option
for our new houses…
– 73% energy reduction
– 58% emission reduction
– 54% utility bill reduction
– yet only 4% of the costs of a new house…
 The infrastructure of “net zero ready” houses leaves
homeowners and cities with a positive legacy
instead of a future retrofit burden…
If you don't like change, you're going to like irrelevance even less.

General Eric Shinseki
Chief of Staff, American Army
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Brentwood Apartments NetZero Ready

Design: Dub Architects
Geothermal: Vital Engineering

 Ultra low space heating was not a problem – using ultra EE and GSHP
 Biggest issue was very high electricity consumption per m2 of exposure to
the sun because we are packing people in on top of each other…
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Steps to take to achieve NZE
The design steps are iterative:
 First choice is ultra-high levels of energy efficiency.
 Include as much passive solar heating as available.
 Consider solar thermal and geothermal
(make sure you get reliable performance #s).
 Solar electricity is used to achieve the NZE goal.
 If solar electricity is too large or too expensive then
increase the energy efficiency, solar thermal and
geothermal, then recalculate solar PV.
Going to a junkyard is a sobering experience…
There you can see the ultimate destination of almost everything we desire.

Roger von Oech
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Prepare for the near future…

1. Get ready for high energy prices (in Alberta)
(how else are we going to clean up our energy act?)
2. Get ready for cheap solar electricity:
Make buildings “solar PV-ready”.
3. Housing that is “net-zero energy ready”
(which means ultra efficiency minus solar electricity)
is likely the cheapest cost option in a house right now.

Please take care of the Earth,
its the only planet with chocolate!
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Net Zero Energy Housing
… can we really afford anything less?
www.greenedmonton.ca
www.riverdalenetzero.ca
Solar Energy Society
www.solaralberta.ca

Download this
presentation and
others from

www.hme.ca
/presentations

Eco-Solar Home Tour
www.ecosolar.ca

We welcome any feedback, questions, suggestions,
comments and challenges to anything we present.
Photo credits: Gordon Howell and several others

Gordon Howell, P.Eng.
Howell-Mayhew Engineering
Edmonton
Phone: +1 780 484 0476
E-mail: ghowell@hme.ca
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